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A B S T R A C T

Under high strain-rate loading, prominent increases in pressure usually triggers phase tran-
sition (PT), but the concomitant temperature rise may also cause melting. Quasi-isentropic
(QI) compression provides a strategy to explore solid-state phase transition by reducing the
temperature rise while retaining high pressure. Using large-scale molecular dynamics simula-
tions, we investigate PTs in single crystal CoCrNi medium entropy alloys (MEAs) under QI
compression. With the applied strain rates ranging from 108 s−1 to 1011 s−1, the strain-rate
dependence and anisotropy of yield stress and solid-state PT path are revealed by comparing
the mechanical responses along three compressed crystallographic orientations ([100], [110],
and [111]). Positive strain-rate sensitiveness is found in the yield stress along the [110] and
[111] directions, while insensitiveness along the [100] direction. Various PTs occur alongside
massive plastic deformation in the post-yield regime. As the strain rate rises, face-centered-cubic
(FCC) to body-centered-cubic (BCC) PT overrides the stacking fault-induced hexagonal-close-
packed (HCP) phase formation and dominates the plasticity for the [100] loading. By contrast,
crystalline PTs give way to amorphization for [110] and [111] loading at high strain rates.
Chemical short-range order hinders dislocation slip and promotes dislocation interactions, which
further facilitate early formation of the BCC phase, suggesting a potential strategy to tailor
polymorphism in MEAs.

. Introduction

With the development of transportation and defense technologies, there exists an increasing demand for robust structural
aterials in extreme environments. Providing a possible solution are multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs), which include both
igh entropy alloys (HEAs) and medium entropy alloys (MEAs) (Li et al., 2021b). They have attracted much attention due to their
utstanding mechanical properties in many kinds of extreme conditions, such as excellent corrosion and irradiation resistance (Qiu
t al., 2019; Shi et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2016; El-Atwani et al., 2019), high Hugoniot elastic limits (Zhang et al., 2022), high phase
ransition (PT) threshold stresses (Jiang et al., 2016), and high spall strengths under shock loadings (Yang et al., 2020c,b). Recently,
he series of CoCrNi-based MPEAs have demonstrated not only impressive fracture toughness and tensile strength at cryogenic
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temperatures (Uzer et al., 2018; Gludovatz et al., 2016, 2014; Wu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2021), but also high tensile
and shear strengths under dynamic loading (Ma et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020a; Li et al., 2018b, 2017b).

The vast design freedom on the composition of MPEAs produces various local chemical fluctuations, which can lead to intense
islocation activities and different PT processes (Maity et al., 2018; Ming et al., 2019; Schneider et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021;
ahramyan et al., 2020; Hasan et al., 2019; Chandan et al., 2022; Li et al., 2020; He et al., 2021b), including the FCC to hexagonal-
lose-packed (HCP) PT (Miao et al., 2017), FCC to HCP to body-centered-cubic (BCC) PT (Bae et al., 2018), and amorphization (Zhao
t al., 2021b). For example, it was found that increasing the content of Co decreases the stacking fault (SF) energy of the FeCoNiCrMn
EA. This change promoted a PT from the parent FCC phase to a newly formed HCP phase (Liu et al., 2019). Similarly, introducing
small amount of Si, C, and Al elements was found to lower the stability of the FCC phase, triggering the FCC-HCP PT in CoCrNi-
ased MPEAs (Nene et al., 2018a,b; Chen et al., 2018). The authors reported that the HCP phase not only acts as a reinforcement via
roviding phase boundaries to prevent dislocation glide, but also contributes to the total elongation via sharing the load from the
lastically deforming FCC phase. In a related sense, based on tensile experiments, HCP phase nucleates and grows at the SF networks
n the FCC phase, serving as the major source of strain hardening (Miao et al., 2017; Slone et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020; He et al.,
021a; Kim et al., 2022). This type of PT also aids in dynamic grain refinement and significantly enhances strength under dynamic
hear loading (Ma et al., 2018). On the computational side, a series of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to
urther elucidate the underlying mechanisms of FCC-HCP PT in CoCrNi-based MPEAs (Fang et al., 2019; Hsieh et al., 2020; Qi
t al., 2021; Xiao and Deng, 2020). Fang et al. (2019) studied the reversibility of the FCC-HCP PT and its relation to slip-induced
F formation and annihilation in both the FCC and HCP phases, which improves the plasticity of HCP grains and contributes to
ork hardening during tensile loading. In simulating the FCC-HCP PT in single crystal CrMnFeCoNi HEA nanowires, Xiao and Deng

2020) reported a PT-induced superplasticity and strengthening that results from continuous dislocation nucleation and propagation
rom the nanowire free surfaces.

Another type of PT, the FCC-HCP-BCC PT, has also been investigated in FCC CoCrNi-based MPEAs. An experimental study of
CrFeCoNi HEA by Jo et al. (2019) found that the HCP phase forms early in the deformation and then acts as a nucleation site for the
ubsequent BCC phase. A similar result was reported by Bae et al. (2018) in Fe60Co15Ni15Cr10 HEA. They noticed that shear bands

are generated inside the grains after yielding, followed by the formation of BCC phase where two non-planar shear bands intersect.
In addition, they reported that the BCC phase can also nucleate at grain boundaries (GBs) after yielding, which they attributed
to the high excess energy of GBs. Like the HCP phase in FCC-HCP PT, BCC phase formation and the concurrent load partitioning
between the FCC and BCC phases contribute to the increase in strength and promote strain hardening. Yang et al. (2020a) tailored
the Mn content of Fe45Co30Cr10V10Ni5−𝑥Mn𝑥 (𝑥 = 0, 2.5, and 5) and reported that the increased Mn content reduces the critical
strain required to trigger the FCC-HCP-BCC PT and consequently enhances the transformation rate. The large proportion of the
BCC phase which possess many available slip systems leads to sustainable high strain hardening rate and consequently delays the
tensile instability. As a result, this transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP)-assisted MPEAs possess an excellent combination of high
strength and good ductility (Li et al., 2016, 2017a; Zhang et al., 2020c).

Solid-state amorphization also occurs in deformed CoCrNi-based MPEAs. Ming et al. (2020) found that amorphous bands are
activated in FCC-structured Cr26Mn20-Fe20Co20Ni14 MPEA during low-temperature tensile deformation. Besides, these nanoscale
bands possess high thermal stability, making possible its co-deformation with the FCC matrix and thus leading to the increase
in strain hardening capacity without sacrificing yield strength at elevated temperatures. Recently, Zhao et al. (2021b) reported
that amorphous islands can be generated in CrMnFeCoNi HEA at regions where a critical dislocation density is reached under
severe compression and shear tests. By promoting additional strengthening and/or toughening, these amorphous regions enhance the
resistance of material to high strain-rate loading. Wang et al. (2021) further proposed that such solid-state amorphization stems from
both high lattice friction and high GB resistance to dislocation glide. They also observed the formation of amorphous nanobridges
in the crack wake, which provided a rationalization for the effective toughening by the amorphization processes.

In summary, the ability for MPEAs to transform into various crystalline structures and an amorphous state (Moulton and
Zaworotko, 2001; Sheng et al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2010) not only indicates the nature of metastability of these alloys, but also
provides an open avenue to explore the potential and suitability for this material for high strain-rate loading and large deformation.

Although numerous studies have focused on PT in MPEAs, they mainly reported one or two PT processes in these alloys, or
used PT as a way to produce new compositions. A detailed exploration of different PT processes in a certain MPEA is still missing.
For extreme loading conditions, increases in pressure and temperature are usually coupled, while structural transitions is more
sensitive to pressure when the temperature is below melting point (Jian et al., 2022). Recent experimental investigations of PT in
MPEAs found that pressure plays a more significant role in activating PT, compared to temperature (Zhang et al., 2017; Tracy et al.,
2017), which further raises the necessity to uncouple these two factors in terms of clarifying PT mechanisms in extreme regimes.
In addition, it should also be noted that the corresponding mechanical responses and deformation behavior in extreme regimes are
normally strain-rate dependent.

Experimentally, static high-pressure loading using a diamond anvil cell (DAC) and shock loading by gas-gun driven or laser driven
systems are two common and effective ways to explore the extreme states of materials, apart from the fact that they represent two
different thermodynamic loading paths. On the one hand, static high-pressure loading via a DAC at a constant temperature is an
isothermal process due to the sufficient heat transfer with the surroundings, as shown by blue curves in Fig. 1(a). On the other hand,
shock loading is generally regarded as an adiabatic process since the transient loading provides a short duration for the system to
transfer heat with the ambient air, which results in a coupled state of large stress and high temperature in the material, as denoted
by the gray dashed line in Fig. 1(a). If an adiabatic process were reversible, the process would be referred to as an isentropic process,
2

as shown by the vertical gray dashed line in Fig. 1(b). However, a loading path always tends to increase the entropy of the system
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Fig. 1. (a) Pressure (P)-volume (V) and (b) temperature (T)-entropy (S) diagrams to illustrate the processes of different thermodynamic loading paths. The
red arrow in (b) denotes a realistic process approximating the isentropic process, which is described as the quasi-isentropic (QI) process (red solid line). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Atomic configurations for 350KMDMC, 950KMDMC, and random CoCrNi samples. Here, 350KMDMC and 950KMDMC denote the samples annealed at
350 K and 950 K during the hybrid MD/MC simulations, respectively. Random refers to the sample with an ideally uniform random atomic distribution.

(i.e., the second law of thermodynamics), as displayed by the gray solid curve in Fig. 1(b). Supposing that a thermodynamic loading
path maintains an increase in pressure from P3 to P1, but with less temperature rise, the gray solid line will approximate the gray
dashed line as shown by the red arrow in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, the corresponding process can be described as quasi-isentropic (QI)
compression (red solid line), which means that the loading increases the temperature of the system but at a much lower rate than
shock compression. The QI loading path provides a strategy to uncouple the effects of stress and temperature at high strain rates to
some extent, and it has been widely used to investigate both experimentally and in simulation the dynamic behavior of materials
under explosive wave deformation (Lorenz et al., 2006; Jarmakani et al., 2007; Vogler et al., 2009; Seagle et al., 2013; Luo et al.,
2017; Higginbotham et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2015; Lane et al., 2016; Xiang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).

Finally, we want to remark on the important role in deformation and defect evolution played by chemical short-range order
(CSRO), a subject that has gained much attention by experimental and simulation studies (Ding et al., 2018; Antillon et al., 2020;
Yin et al., 2020; Smith et al., 2020; Romero et al., 2022). Although the effect of CSRO on plastic deformation have been evidenced
by experiments (Zhang et al., 2020b; Chen et al., 2021b; Zhou et al., 2022), and discussed by simulations under both constant
strain-rate loading (Li et al., 2019; Jian et al., 2020) and shock loading (Xie et al., 2021), their role in PT has not been investigated
to our best knowledge. Recent simulation work revealed that the local relative stability of FCC and BCC structures is sensitive to
the local elemental concentration (Chen et al., 2021a). Their results further suggested that the FCC-BCC PT induced by CSRO leads
to an enhancement of both the ultimate strength and ductility in the CoCuFeNiPd HEA. The above study proposes a promising
strategy to design MPEAs with high-performance mechanical properties for engineering applications under extreme condition by
tuning CSRO. Given that the PT is usually related to the external loading conditions (Bridgman, 1956), the relation between CSRO
and the susceptibility of PT, and the effects of CSRO and strain rate on PT mechanisms in MPEAs, are important to understand.

In this work, using both hybrid Monte Carlo (MC)/MD and large-scale MD simulations, QI compression is performed to
investigate the dynamic mechanical responses and underlying mechanisms of plastic deformation and polymorphic transition
in single crystalline CoCrNi MEA at various strain rates. The CoCrNi MEA is chosen, since it is a representative MPEA with
a combination of high strength and good ductility (Zhang et al., 2020b). The anisotropy and strain-rate dependence of plastic
deformation, crystalline PTs and amorphization are revealed with respect to the effects of CSRO. Moreover, the microstructural
evolution and the corresponding mechanisms are discussed to better understand the TRIP effect in MPEAs.

2. Methodology

The large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS) is used for all MD simulations here (Plimpton, 1995).
The atomic interactions within the MEA Co-Cr-Ni system are described by the embedded atom method (EAM) potential developed
3
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Table 1
Schmid factors for the 12 slip systems for the [100], [110], and [111] loading orientations.

Orientation Slip system
(111)
[011]

(111)
[101]

(111)
[110]

(111)
[011]

(111)
[101]

(111)
[110]

(111)
[011]

(111)
[101]

(111)
[110]

(111)
[011]

(111)
[101]

(111)
[110]

[100] 0 0.408 0.408 0 0.408 0.408 0 0.408 0.408 0 0.408 0.408
[110] 0 0 0 0.408 0.408 0 0.408 0.408 0 0 0 0
[111] 0 0 0 0 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 0 0.272 0 0.272

Table 2
CSRO parameter 𝛼1

𝑖𝑗 of various MEA samples.

MEA CSRO parameter

𝛼1
NiNi 𝛼1

NiCo 𝛼1
NiCr 𝛼1

CoCo 𝛼1
CoCr 𝛼1

CrCr

350KMDMC 0.4701 0.5566 0.3837 −0.0182 −0.5822 −0.1075
950KMDMC 0.1627 0.2184 0.1070 −0.0598 −0.3378 −0.1160
Random −0.0011 0.0003 −0.0024 −0.0003 −0.0019 0.0010

by Li et al. (2019), which has been successfully used in a few recent MD studies involving defect evolution and plastic deformation (Li
et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020; Jian et al., 2020, 2022; Cao et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2021; Dai et al., 2021; Hua et al., 2021).

First, we build the atomic model of pure Ni that contains about 1.8 million atoms with dimensions of ∼27 nm × 27 nm ×
27 nm. Next, the Ni atoms are randomly substituted by Co or Cr atoms until the desired equal molar composition (Co:Cr:Ni =
1:1:1) is reached. This atomic model is referred to as the random CoCrNi MEA sample. To construct the atomic models of the MEAs
with different degrees of CSRO, the pure Ni model is utilized in a hybrid MD and MC simulation under two different annealing
temperatures (350 and 950 K). After the hybrid MD/MC simulation, 1/3 of all Ni atoms are replaced by Co or Cr atoms and we
achieve an MEA configuration with the equimolar composition and CSRO. The details about the hybrid MD/MC simulation are the
same as those in our prior studies (Jian et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2021; Jian et al., 2021). Here, we use ‘‘number+K+MDMC’’ to denote
the sample obtained by hybrid MD/MC simulation at a specific annealing temperature.

To examine anisotropy in the deformation mechanisms, two sets of crystallographic orientation are chosen to construct the initial
atomic configurations. The first set is oriented with its [100], [010], and [001] aligned respectively with the 𝑥-, 𝑦- and 𝑧-axes, while
the combination of [110], [112], and [111] respectively aligned along 𝑥-, 𝑦- and 𝑧-axes is utilized as the second set. Herein, [100],
110] and [111] directions are the loading orientations. The three loading orientations are selected because the [100] direction is

generally regarded as a soft direction, while the [111] direction is known as a geometrically hard direction and the [110] direction
is intermediate (Uzer et al., 2018; Laplanche et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022). Their respective Schmid factors for slips under uniaxial
loading are provided in Table 1.

The CSRO is quantified by Warren–Cowley SRO parameters (Cowley, 1950; de Fontaine, 1971), 𝛼𝑛𝑖𝑗 =
𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑗−𝑐𝑗
𝛿𝑖𝑗−𝑐𝑗

, where 𝑛 means
he 𝑛th nearest-neighbor shell of the central 𝑖-type atom, 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑗 denotes the probability of a 𝑗-type atom being around an atom of
ype 𝑖 within the 𝑛th shell, 𝑐𝑗 is the concentration of 𝑗-type atom, and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta function. For 𝛼𝑛𝑖𝑗 , a value of zero
epresents a system with completely random atomic distribution. A positive 𝛼𝑛𝑖𝑗 for pairs of the same species (i.e., 𝑖 = 𝑗) or a

negative 𝛼𝑛𝑖𝑗 for those of different species (i.e., 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗) indicate a preference of local ordering between the corresponding atomic
pairs. The larger positive values for same species pairs or larger negative values for unlike species pairs result in higher degrees
of CSRO. Fig. 2 shows the atomic configurations for various CoCrNi MEAs with the first set of crystallographic orientations after
the MD/MC procedure. As shown in Table 2, only 𝛼1NiNi/𝛼

1
CoCr exhibits large positive/negative value for same/unlike species pairs

among all CSRO parameters of models after MD/MC procedure. We find that the random model in Fig. 2(c) has near-zero CSRO
parameters, confirming expectation. The degree of CSRO increases with decreasing annealing temperature. Thus, the lower annealing
temperature used in the 350KMDMC sample possesses the highest degree of CSRO (Fig. 2(a)), with the largest absolute values of
both 𝛼1CoCr and 𝛼1NiNi among the three MEAs, corresponding to the local CoCr cluster and Ni segregation, respectively. All the CoCrNi
MEAs have various CSRO degrees but almost the same lattice distortion, as reported in Jian et al. (2020).

Prior to loading, the energy of all atomistic structures is minimized and all samples are relaxed at 300 K for 100 ps under
the NPT ensemble with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) to reach an equilibrium state. Then, a wave-free
QI compression is carried out to investigate the plastic deformation and PT mechanisms of MEAs. Such a loading technique was
proposed by Ravelo et al. (2009) and has been used to study the dynamic responses of materials with consideration of strain rate
effects (Levitas and Ravelo, 2012; Hahn et al., 2017; Li et al., 2021a). By applying homogeneous compression to the models at a
constant strain rate, wave-free QI compression significantly reduces the computational cost with use of smaller simulation systems
compared to those used in ramp wave compression. Yet it has proven to produce very similar structural states as those in the ramp
wave compression for the same compressive strains at a similar strain rate (Hahn et al., 2017). Hence, through this method, we can
feasibly expand the strain-rate range while maintaining acceptable computational costs. Here, we consider a strain-rate range from
108 s−1 to 1011 s−1 for uniaxial-strain loading along the [100], [110], and [111] directions with the other two orthogonal strains
eeping zero. During QI compression, a micro-canonical ensemble (NVE) and PBCs along all directions are adopted. The timestep
or the above relaxation and loading simulations is set to 1 fs.
4
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Fig. 3. (a), (d), (g) Longitudinal stress, (b), (e), (h) von Mises stress, and (c), (f), (i) temperature as functions of volumetric strain for the 350KMDMC MEA
under QI compression at different strain rates from 108 s−1 to 1011 s−1 along [100], [110] and[111] directions, respectively. The inflection points in longitudinal
stress are denoted by black arrows in (a), (d), and (g).

To analyze the mechanical responses during the QI compression, the normal stress component along the loading direction of
true Cauchy stress is adopted as the longitudinal stress, while the von Mises stress is used to characterize the plastic deformation.
Besides, the average of normal stress components is calculated as pressure. To visualize our results and demonstrate the processes of
defect evolution and PTs, the adaptive common neighbor analysis and dislocation analysis (DXA) method (Stukowski et al., 2012)
implemented in OVITO (Stukowski, 2009) are applied.

3. Simulation results

3.1. Mechanical response during QI compression

Fig. 3 compares the longitudinal stress, von Mises stress, and the corresponding temperature rise as functions of volumetric
strain for 350KMDMC MEA when tested in three crystallographic directions and at various strain rates. Similar responses for the
other two MEAs are presented in Figure S1 and S2 of the supplementary material. As seen in Fig. 3(a,d,g), the effect of strain rate
on compression along the [100] direction is not as pronounced as that along [110] and [111] directions. In the latter cases, we
observe an inflection point in longitudinal stress, denoted by the black arrow, which tends to be postponed at elevated strain rates.
By contrast, the inflection point can only be seen in the curve for [100] loading at the strain rate of 108 s−1. In Fig. 3(b,e,h), the
von Mises stress declines sharply after its first rise, which indicates the onset of plastic deformation, and causes a rapid increase in
temperature, as shown in Fig. 3(c,f,i).

With an increase in strain rate, the first peak value of von Mises stress, i.e., yield stress, and the corresponding critical strain
display insensitivity to strain rate in the compression along [100] direction, as shown in Fig. 3(b). However, the post-yield stress
development after the first drop varies with strain rate. For compression at the strain rates of 108 s−1 and 109 s−1, serrated flow
and strain hardening in the von Mises stress occur after yielding due to profuse plastic activities. In contrast, a relatively significant
decline in von Mises stress is observed after yielding at the strain rate of 1010 s−1 with values as low as zero at the strain rate of
1011 s−1, creating a hydrostatic compression state in the material. This implies a different plastic response after yielding compared
to that at lower strain rates. Besides, strain hardening also arises during further compression. In Fig. 3(c), the temperature rise
becomes moderate and smooth with increasing strain rates, indicating that the plastic deformation triggered at high strain rates is
homogeneous, a point we will analyze next.

Compared with the [100] direction, different types of von Mises stress evolution are observed for the compression along [110]
and [111] directions. Denoted by the first von Mises peak stress, the yield stress shows positive strain-rate dependence in both [110]
and [111] (Fig. 3(e,h)). In particular, the yield stress decreases in the order of [111], [110], and [100] when loaded at the same
strain rate. The ranking is associated with both the value of Schmid factor and the number of available slip systems. As shown
5
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Fig. 4. The evolution of (a) von Mises stress, longitudinal stress, and temperature, (b) the percentages of different atomic types, and (c) the pairwise CSRO
parameters 𝛼1

CoCr and 𝛼1
NiNi of the 350KMDMC MEA under QI compression along [100] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1. (d) displays six representative

snapshots of the atomic configurations corresponding to the vertical dashed lines in (a)–(c). Here, face-centered cubic (FCC), body-centered cubic (BCC), hexagonal-
close-packed (HCP) atoms, and those with unknown coordination structure are colored by green, blue, red, and white, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

in Table 1, with the smallest Schmid factor, the largest applied shear stress is required to activate dislocation slips along [111]
among the three loading directions. On the contrary, it is easier to trigger dislocation slip in the other two directions due to larger
Schmid factors. Moreover, the required applied stress is further reduced along the [100] direction compared to the [110] direction,
since dislocations glide more easily with the four more available slip systems for the [100] loading than the [110] loading. In the
post-yield stage, compression along the [110] and [111] directions shows a larger stress drop in von Mises stress and stronger strain
hardening behavior with an increasing strain rate (Fig. 3(e,h)), leading to a more severe temperature rise (Fig. 3(f,i)) than that of
the [100] loading at high strain rates. It should be mentioned that all MEAs maintain solid state during QI compression for all strain
rates, (see Appendix A for the calculation of melting point). Hence, in what follows, we focus on the effects of stress (or pressure)
and strain rate.

3.2. Deformation mechanisms of compression along [100] direction

3.2.1. The overall trend of plasticity
To clarify the relationship among mechanical response, defect formation, and CSRO evolution during QI compression, we select

six representative snapshots of 350KMDMC MEA compressed along [100] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1 as examples to
illustrate the corresponding plastic deformation (Fig. 4).

Moment A is the precursor of plastic flow, at which scattered BCC clusters are observed before any dislocations or SFs form
(Fig. 4(d)). A similar result has been reported in compression loading of CoCrNi MEA along [001] direction (Cao et al., 2020). That
study revealed the formation of BCC clusters due to shortening of atomic bonding along [001] and thus the collapse of the initial
FCC crystal structure. According to the Bain model (Bain and Dunkirk, 1924), compression of 20% along [001] and an expansion
of 12% along ⟨110⟩ direction can convert an FCC lattice to a BCC lattice. This explains the preferred formation of BCC clusters in
the initial deformation stage of QI compression along ⟨100⟩. We will exploit such structural transitions in the following section.
After that, dislocation nucleates and glides on {111} planes, triggering a rapid drop of von Mises stress at moment B (Fig. 4(a)) and
randomizing the atomic arrangement, which is manifested as the reduction in the absolute value of the pairwise CSRO parameters
𝛼1CoCr and 𝛼1NiNi (Fig. 4(c)). Moreover, the dislocation glide interrupts the growth of incipient BCC clusters as shown in the enlarged
inset of Fig. 4(b), preventing these scattered BCC clusters from developing into BCC phase. Later, at moment C in Fig. 4(d) we find
that dislocations prefer to glide on (111) and (111) planes. In Moment D in Fig. 4(d) continuing slip on parallel glide planes causes
the pileup of SFs, which produces HCP laths in the material (denoted by the black arrow). During this FCC-HCP PT (Moment C to
D), the serrated flow of von Mises stress results from numerous interactions of dislocations and SFs, leading to further decreases of
CSRO. Later, BCC phases initiate from the intersections of HCP laths and coalesce with the neighboring BCC embryos, resulting in
the HCP-BCC PT (Moments E and F in Fig. 4(d)).
6
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Fig. 5. Atomic distributions in the cross section of the 350KMDMC MEA under QI compression along the [100] direction at the volumetric strain of (a) 3.00%,
(b) 8.65%, and (c) 8.80% at the strain rate of 108 s−1. The atoms are colored according to their crystal structures (following Fig. 4) and the CSRO parameter
𝛼1
CoCr . 𝛼1

CoCr with more negative value means stronger CSRO. Regions marked by dashed rectangles are enlarged on the right side, where the correspondence
between BCC clusters and CoCr-ordered regions is further denoted by dashed ellipses. (d)–(e) show the fraction of various atomic pairs within the BCC clusters
of three MEAs during the initial compression stage at strain rates of 108 s−1 and 1011 s−1, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Comparing the FCC-HCP PT and the HCP-BCC PT, we see that the former PT activates plasticity and yields the material, while
the latter is triggered by the accumulation of plastic deformation. The partitioning of stress among the newly-formed BCC phase
and the pre-existing FCC and HCP phases results in prominent strain hardening behavior, characterized by the increase of the von
Mises stress during HCP-BCC PT (Moment E to F in Fig. 4(a)). Once the plastic flow is activated in the BCC phase by subsequent
loading, the von Mises stress decreases after moment F.

3.2.2. Effects of CSRO on the nucleation of incipient BCC clusters
We mentioned above that the scattered BCC clusters precede dislocation nucleation, which has been reported in both conventional

alloys (Bryukhanov et al., 2015) and MPEAs (Cao et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021a). To understand the effects of CSRO on the
nucleation of BCC clusters and its relationship with incipient plasticity, snapshots of the nucleation of the BCC cluster and Shockley
partial (SP) dislocation and their corresponding maps of 𝛼1CoCr distribution in the cross-section of 350KMDMC CoCrNi sample during
the initial deformation stage (strain below 9%) for [100] loading are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(c). The selected regions are enlarged on
the right side. As denoted by the dashed ellipses of these enlargements in Fig. 5(a,b), the BCC clusters prefer to nucleate in the
CoCr-ordered regions. These clusters further serve as the precursors for SP dislocation nucleation, as shown by the enlargements in
Fig. 5(c).

To further elucidate the dependence of BCC cluster nucleation on the local atomic environment, we analyze the fraction of various
atomic pairs in the BCC clusters for all three types of MEAs and at differing strain rates from the beginning of QI compression to
the stage of incipient dislocation nucleation. It should be mentioned that only atoms with an absolute CSRO value over 0.8 are
counted as the corresponding atomic pairs, which means the same atom can be calculated more than once. For example, Fig. 5(d,e)
present the statistical results at the strain rates of 108 s−1 and 1011 s−1, respectively. It is seen that the fraction of CoCr cluster is
the largest in the BCC clusters for each type of MEA during the initial deformation period, regardless of the strain rate. In addition,
the formation of BCC cluster has a preference for the atomic environment of ordered CoCr regions. Based on our previous study,
the CoCr region has a lower unstable stacking fault energy than the random CoCrNi MEA and pure Ni, which indicates that it is
easier to form SFs in the CoCr aggregations (Jian et al., 2020). Thus, the nucleation of dislocation is aided by the formation of
BCC clusters with large amounts of CoCr atomic pairs. With a higher degree of CSRO, the percentage of CoCr regions and thus BCC
clusters increase, further promoting subsequent plastic deformation.

Since the nucleation of BCC clusters triggers the onset of plasticity where the yield stress is determined, and the nucleation event
is similar at various strain rates, all three types of MEAs (with or without CSRO) exhibit strain-rate independence in yield stress, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), Figure S1 (b) and Figure S2 (b).
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Fig. 6. Defect evolution in the 350KMDMC MEA under QI compression along the [100] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1: (a) Atomic configurations of SP
dislocation propagation. (b) shows the corresponding indications of different lattice types near the SP dislocation and the orientation relationship, where region
A is prior to SP, region B is the distorted area around SP dislocation, and region C is slipped by SP dislocation. (c) presents the atomic shear strain distribution.
The SP dislocation is denoted by the green line in (a) and its position is indicated by the black dashed curve in (b) and (c). (d)–(g) show the formations of
various microstructures via SP slip and interactions. (h)–(k) display the process of the formation of the BCC phase. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2.3. Defect evolution and PTs
As straining continues and plastic deformation proceeds, many defects nucleate and interact. In Fig. 6(a), a SP dislocation that

initiates from an incipient BCC cluster glides on the (111) plane in the FCC matrix, creates an intrinsic stacking fault (ISF), and
generates distorted lattice structures around the SP dislocation. To better illustrate the relationship between the SP and these
structures, the SP dislocation line in Fig. 6(a) is replaced by a black dashed curve in Fig. 6(b). It is seen that the region (region A)
ahead of SP dislocation remains FCC structure, while around the SP dislocation, a mixture of BCC structure and non-crystalline lattice
is observed (region B). The region behind the SP is an ISF that transitions to HCP stacking. It should be noted that the BCC lattices
around SP dislocation are too small to be defined as BCC phases. Besides, the (111) plane and the [110] direction of the FCC lattice
are respectively parallel to the (011) plane and the [111] direction of the BCC lattice, and to the (0001) plane and the [1120]
direction of the HCP lattice, which corresponds to the Kurdyumov–Sachs (K–S) orientation relationship (Kurdjumov and Sachs,
1930; Yang et al., 2015). Previous research also reported a similar finding in FCC Cu and attributed such local FCC-BCC-HCP lattice
rearrangement to the generation of excess atomic volume during the collective atomic displacement at the SP front (Korchuganov
et al., 2019a,b). Similar to their results, the characteristic atomic displacement of region C induced by SP glide is the magnitude of
a Burgers vector of 𝑎

6 [112], i.e., 𝑏p =
√

6
6 𝑎, where 𝑎 is the MEA lattice constant. However, the atomic displacement of region A is near

zero. To coordinate the deformation between region A and C, the lattices in region B, which are contiguous to both FCC and HCP
lattices, have the atomic displacement between zero to 𝑏p. This is because they either deform into lattice cells with a similar aspect
ratio as the BCC lattices or are distorted into non-crystalline lattices. After the SP propagates across the whole plane, all atoms will
be displaced by 𝑏p and the lattices of region A and B will transition into the HCP structure completely. As a result of such local
lattice rearrangements via collective atomic displacement, the shear strain within region C with the formation of ISF after SP glide
is larger than that around SP dislocation (region B), while there is almost no shear strain within the matrix (region A) within the
FCC structure. This presents a strain gradient scenario across from regions A and B to region C (Fig. 6(c)).

After repeated SP dislocation slips and interactions, various microstructures form, as shown in Fig. 6(d–g). When SPs glide on
every other {111} plane successively, HCP lathes form (Fig. 6(d)). When SPs glide on every {111} plane successively, an extrinsic
stacking fault (ESF) or a twin forms (Fig. 6(e,f)). However, when two individual SPs gliding on the neighboring parallel {111} planes
intersect, the overlapping parts of the two SPs annihilate and the BCC clusters that belonged to the original SP front are left behind
(Fig. 6(g)). This phenomenon indicates that the intersection of SPs may seed BCC embryos, assisting BCC phase formation.

We further trace the formation of the BCC phase in Fig. 6(h–k). As mentioned above, the intersections of dislocations with HCP
laths induce BCC nuclei, marked by the dashed ellipses in Fig. 6(h). The continuous nucleation and accumulation of dislocations
8
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Fig. 7. (a)–(c) PTs in 350KMDMC MEA for the [100] loading at the strain rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1, where FCC-HCP-BCC PT is shown at the strain rates
of 109 s−1 and 1010 s−1, and FCC-BCC PT exists at the strain rates of 1010 s−1 and 1011 s−1. The atomic coloring follows Fig. 4.

Fig. 8. The percentages of different atomic types as a function of strain under QI compression along [100] direction at different strain rates from 108 s−1 to
1011 s−1 in the three CoCrNi MEAs. Here, the definitions of atomic types and models follow Figs. 4 and 2, respectively.

around the HCP laths result in the propagation of the BCC regions. They further coalesce into a larger region of BCC phase, as
denoted in the dashed ellipse in Fig. 6(i), leading to the FCC-HCP-BCC PT (Fig. 6(j,k)).

3.2.4. Strain-rate dependence of PTs with respect to CSRO effect
To clarify the effects of strain rate on PTs, Fig. 7 (a–c) compare the microstructural evolution of the 350KMDMC MEA at strain

rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1 during QI compression along [100]. Similar to the plastic responses at the strain rate of 108 s−1 shown
9
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Fig. 9. The evolution of (a) von Mises stress, longitudinal stress and temperature, (b) the percentages of different atomic types, and (c) the pairwise CSRO
parameters 𝛼1

CoCr and 𝛼1
NiNi of 350KMDMC MEA under QI compression along [110] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1. (d) displays six representative snapshots

of the atomic configurations corresponding to the vertical dashed lines in (a–c). Here, the atomic coloring follows Fig. 4 and the definition of 350KMDMC follows
Fig. 2.

in Fig. 4(d), at the strain rate of 109 s−1, numerous dislocations emerge from the scattered BCC clusters and glide on the {111}
planes in the initial plastic stage during QI compression. Later, the SFs following behind SPs accumulate in the form of large HCP
laths, and due to the interactions of these HCP laths, a BCC phase nucleates and then develops into a larger BCC crystal structure
(Fig. 7(a)). As the strain rate increases to 1010 s−1, BCC cluster development is promoted and with further straining FCC-BCC PT
from the coalescence of incipient BCC clusters overrides the FCC-HCP-BCC PT (Fig. 7(b)). For this strain rate, it is worth mentioning
that the development of the BCC region has two sources. On the one hand, the coalescence of a high-density BCC cluster stimulates
the growth of the BCC phase in the initial stage. On the other hand, while some incipient BCC clusters transform into SFs early in the
plastic deformation stage, the interaction of these SFs leads to the formation of more BCC nuclei via HCP-BCC PT in the later stages.
These nuclei can coalesce with the existing BCC phases and accelerate the growth of the BCC regions (Fig. 8). At the strain rate of
1011 s−1, dislocation activity is overwhelmed by homogeneous BCC nucleation (Figure S4) and the FCC-BCC PT dominates plastic
deformation (Fig. 7(c)). Unlike the sharp temperature rise in the lower strain-rate regime induced by dislocation slip, which tends
to suddenly release heat, the homogeneous structural transition process of FCC-BCC PT at high strain rate leads to a less intense
temperature increase (Fig. 3(c)).

Since the incipient BCC clusters prefer to nucleate in the CoCr-ordered region in the initial deformation stage and the subsequent
sluggish dislocation glide in ordered MEAs tends to generate BCC nuclei via dislocation interactions, it is more likely for the incipient
BCC clusters and the BCC nuclei via dislocation interactions to further coalesce and form larger BCC regions in MEA with higher
degree of CSRO as the compression proceeds. This speculation is confirmed in Fig. 8, where 350KMDMC model always has the
earliest BCC phase formation than others at 108∼109 s−1, followed by 950KMDMC model and then random MEA. Nevertheless,
these differences among these MEAs vanish with an increasing strain rate because higher strain rates promote homogeneous BCC
nucleation in all MEAs (Fig. 8(c,d)).

3.3. Deformation mechanisms of compression along [110] direction

3.3.1. The overall trend of plasticity
Similar to Section 3.2.1, the evolution of stress, temperature, the percentage of different atomic types and CSRO parameters of

350KMDMC MEA during QI compression along [110] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1 are studied in Fig. 9. In addition, six
snapshots of atomic configurations are selected to demonstrate plastic deformation. The von Mises stress starts to drop at moment A
due to the nucleation of dislocation. Prior to moment A, no incipient BCC clusters are activated in the FCC matrix, which is different
from the case of [100] loading mentioned in Section 3.2.1, where the incipient BCC clusters appear before yielding. After that, as
shown at moments B and C in Fig. 9(d), SPs glide with SFs following, which results in the decrease in the degree of CSRO (Fig. 9(c))
and in the amount of HCP ribbons. Next, in Moments C and D, BCC nuclei initiate HCP regions and these tiny BCC regions further
grow and coalesce into a larger region of BCC phases (Moments E and F in Fig. 9(d)).
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Fig. 10. Atomic distribution in the cross sections of (a) 350KMDMC MEA, (b) 950KMDMC MEA, and (c) random MEAs under QI compression along [110]
direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1. The stacked fault structures is marked by black dashed rectangles. The atomic coloring follows Fig. 4.

Compared to the plastic responses of the [100] loading, the compression response of the [110] loading (Figure S5(a)), profuse
dislocation activities, instead of large HCP laths, are observed before the BCC phase grows. This results in more prominent
twinning behavior via dislocation interactions for [110] loading (Figure S6(a)) than [100] loading (Figure S4(a)). This preference
for nanotwinning in CoCrNi MEA for [110] loading has also been shown by both experiments and simulations (Uzer et al., 2018;
Jian et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2021).

3.3.2. Stacked fault structures related to CSRO
Although dislocation multiplication and nanotwinning are prevalent in the initial plastic stage of compression along [110], they

are overridden by the formation of the BCC phase in the later stages of plastic deformation via frequent interactions of dislocations
and SFs.

We compare the microstructural distribution of three types of MEAs and find that planar fault structures activate in all MEAs
but their local features are different. For 350KMDMC MEA, planar slip on (111) plane piles up to form HCP ribbons, as denoted
by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 10(a). Later, more fault structures and dislocation storage occurs on parallel planes. We find that
these stacked fault structures are comprised of multiple parallel SF arrays. These planar shaped structures later serve as strong
obstacles to dislocations gliding on non-parallel planes. The interaction is seen to induce BCC nuclei, e.g., at 𝜖 = 25.00%. Finally,
these BCC nuclei expand and coalesce into larger BCC phases at the strain of 30.00%. In contrast, in the 950KMDMC MEA, delayed
stacked fault structures on (111) plane and BCC nucleation occur, as denoted by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 10(b), while in the
random MEA, a scattered distribution of fault structures appears and BCC phase nucleation becomes less active (Fig. 10(c)). The
above difference is attributed to their differing degrees of CSRO. According to a previous study, a higher degree of CSRO results in
stronger slip resistance to dislocation propagation and promotes dislocation planar slip (Zhang et al., 2020b), which increases the
probability of dislocation interactions, further leading to earlier nucleation of BCC nuclei compared to MEAs with lower degrees of
CSRO. Therefore, a higher CSRO degree is beneficial for BCC phase formation via FCC-HCP-BCC PT for [110] loading. In this sense,
the promotion of BCC phase nucleation by CSRO applies to both [100] and [110] loadings.

3.3.3. Strain-rate dependence of PTs with respect to CSRO effect
We further explore the strain-rate dependence of PTs in [110] loading. The microstructural evolution of 350KMDMC model

during QI compression along [110] direction at strain rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1 is shown in Fig. 11(a–c). When compared with
the FCC-HCP-BCC PT at the strain rate of 108 s−1 (Fig. 10(a)), we observe that abundant BCC nuclei form along with dislocations
in the initial plastic deformation stage and develop into larger BCC phases in the later stage. It appears that deformation-induced
FCC-HCP-BCC PT is facilitated by the higher strain rate of 109 s−1 (Fig. 11(a)). The coexistence of the FCC parent and HCP/BCC
daughter phases leads to considerable stress partitioning. This is responsible for the strain hardening effect in the post-yield stage
that follows the initial von Mises stress plateau in the strain range of 10% to 30% in Fig. 3(e). Besides the formation of the BCC phase
11
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Fig. 11. (a–c) Evolution of PT in 350KMDMC MEA for [110] loading at the strain rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1, where FCC-HCP-BCC PT is shown at the strain
rates of 109 s−1 and 1010 s−1, and FCC-HCP-amorphous appears at the strain rate of 1010 s−1, while only FCC-amorphous PT exists at the strain rate of 1011 s−1.
The atomic coloring follows Fig. 4.

Fig. 12. The percentages of different atomic types as a function of strain under QI compression along [110] direction at different strain rates from 108 s−1 to
1011 s−1 in the three CoCrNi MEAs. Here, the definitions of atomic types and models follow Figs. 4 and 2, respectively.

via FCC-HCP-BCC PT, more SP nucleate with the higher strain rate (Figure S5(c)) resulting in interactions between dislocation and
SF (Fig. 11(b)). At the strain rate of 1010 s−1 (Fig. 12(c)), amorphous regions arise from the FCC-HCP-amorphous PT and their volume
fractions rises significantly. Amorphization is due to the fact that the combination of the accumulation of defects and increasing
deformation energy at higher strain rates aid in the nucleation of amorphous islands, as reported in both experimental and simulation
work (Zhao et al., 2021b; Jian et al., 2022). At the strain rate of 1011 s−1, amorphization becomes the dominant deformation mode
12
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Fig. 13. The evolution of (a) von Mises stress, longitudinal stress and temperature, (b) the percentages of different atomic types, and (c) the pairwise CSRO
parameters 𝛼1

CoCr and 𝛼1
NiNi of 350KMDMC MEA under QI compression along [111] direction at the strain rate of 108 s−1. (d) displays six representative snapshots

of the atomic configurations corresponding to the vertical dashed lines in (a–c). Here, the atomic coloring follows Fig. 4 and the definition of 350KMDMC follows
Fig. 2.

to accommodate the large deformation that occurs in a very short time (Fig. 11(c)), which leads to an enhancement of yield stress
and due to the release of massive deformation energy, a continually rising temperature (Fig. 3(e,f)).

The aforementioned viewpoint in Section 3.3.2 that CSRO promotes earlier FCC-HCP-BCC PT via frequent dislocation interactions
also applies for [110] loading at the strain rates from 108 s−1 to 1010 s−1 (Fig. 12(a–c)), in which the nucleation strain and rate for
the BCC phase (from the FCC-HCP-BCC PT) decrease in the order of 350KMDMC, 950KMDMC, and random MEAs at the given strain
rate. At a high strain rate of 1011 s−1, however, MEAs with different CSRO degrees have quantitatively almost the same response
in plastic deformation, i.e., the amorphization induced by high strain rate overwhelms dislocation activities and crystalline PTs, as
shown in Fig. 12(d).

3.4. Deformation mechanisms in [111] compression

3.4.1. The overall trend of plasticity
Akin to Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, the mechanical response and microstructure evolution of 350KMDMC MEA loaded along the

[111] direction are also analyzed with respect to the evolution of stress, temperature, the percentage of different atomic types, and
the CSRO parameters during QI compression. Further, to study structural evolution, in Fig. 13 we show six representative snapshots
of atomic configurations. Similar mechanisms are seen between [111] loading and [110] loading. In particular, dislocation nucleation
triggers the onset of yielding at moment A and the sudden decrease of von Mises stress (Fig. 13(a)). Afterwards, a large number
of SFs multiplies (Moment B in Fig. 13(d)), leading to the destruction of CSRO (Fig. 13(c)). The interactions of SFs give rise to
BCC nuclei, denoted by the increase in the BCC atom percentage at Moment C (Fig. 13 (a,d)). However, SFs start to annihilate
after moment C, which results in the disappearance of BCC clusters before they coalesce into larger BCC phase (Moment C,D in
Fig. 13(b,d)). Such plastic response is rare in the [100] and [110] loadings. The reasons will be discussed in the following analysis.
With further compression, BCC phase initiates again at large strain and then grows in Moments E and F of Fig. 13(d), leading to
the strain hardening behavior in Fig. 13(a).

It is worth mentioning that the CSRO variation is related to different PT paths under different loading orientations. As shown in
Figs. 9(c) and 13(c), both [110] and [111] loading shows similar decreasing trends of 𝛼CoCr and 𝛼NiNi in a smooth manner during the
most of plastic deformation stage, since the FCC-HCP PT of this period proceeded by significant dislocation nucleation and slip events
results in a prominent randomization of the atomic arrangement. In contrast, a serrated flow is observed in the CSRO-strain curve
for [100] loading (Fig. 4(c)), especially when BCC phase begins to grow and expand, which competes with and finally overwhelms
the dislocation activities of the prior FCC-HCP PT. Since FCC-HCP PT lasts for the most of plastic deformation stage for [110] loading
and [111] loading, while BCC phase nucleation is more significant for [100] loading, a more smooth and evident decrease of CSRO
degree is observed in the former two loading orientations (Figs. 9(c) and 13(c)) than [100] direction (Fig. 4(c)).
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Fig. 14. Evolution of (a–c) SF regions and (d–f) dislocations during the process of SF annihilation in 350KMDMC MEA for [111] loading. The color scheme of
crystal structure in (a–c) follows Fig. 4. In (d–f), the green lines denote SP dislocations, while the pink lines refer to stair-rod dislocations. These stair rods can
pin the surrounding leading partial dislocations, as denoted by black dashed rectangles. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.4.2. SF annihilation
The SP densities of all MEAs exceed 7 × 1017 m−2 at the beginning of plastic deformation during [111] loading at the strain

rate of 108 s−1, compared to 3∼4 × 1017 m−2 for [110] loading and 0.5∼1 × 1017 m−2 for [100] loading (Figures S3(a), S5(a),
and S7(a)). On the one hand, profuse dislocation interactions nucleate BCC phases, as mentioned above. On the other hand, once
the high dislocation density induces numerous dislocation junctions, the dislocation mobility decreases, which may lead to the
annihilation of SFs. To demonstrate, a representative region in the 350KMDMC MEA is chosen to trace the evolution of SFs and
dislocations. As shown in Fig. 14(a), frequent dislocation interactions produce sessile dislocation networks including stair-rods,
marked by dashed rectangles in Fig. 14(d). These microstructures pin leading SPs and reducing the area of the bounded SF as the
trailing SP glides forward (Fig. 14(b,c,e,f)). This pinning event is a frequent process during the compression in [111] in all three
MEAs. It also reduces the probability of nanotwinning compared to the [110] loading (Figure S8(a)). Thus, the content of HCP atoms
decreases significantly before the BCC phase forms (Fig. 13(b)). However, as compression proceeds, the BCC phase nucleates again
from the collective intersections of those pinned dislocations and takes the place of sluggish dislocation motion to carry subsequent
plastic deformation (Moments D–F in Fig. 13(d)).

Compared to the FCC-HCP-BCC PT for [110] loading, although the continuous growth of the BCC phase via FCC-HCP-BCC PT for
[111] loading is interrupted by the disappearance of the BCC phase because of SF annihilation, subsequent BCC phase nucleation
still resumes at those pinned dislocation intersections where profound plastic deformation accumulates. From this point of view,
the mechanisms of BCC phase formation via FCC-HCP-BCC PT for both [110] and [111] loadings are consistent, which also agree
with the mechanisms of BCC phase nucleation from the HCP laths during FCC-HCP-BCC PT for the [100] loading in Section 3.2.3.

3.4.3. Strain-rate dependence of PTs with respect to CSRO effect
The strain-rate dependence of PTs for [111] loading is further explored in Fig. 15(a–c), which shows the microstructural evolution

of 350KMDMC MEA at the strain rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1. Compared to the SP dislocation density at the initial plastic
deformation stage (∼7× 1017 m−2) at the strain rate of 108 s−1, more SP dislocations nucleate at the onset of plastic stage (i.e., over
9 × 1017 m−2) when loaded at the strain rate of 109 s−1 (Figure S7). As shown in Fig. 15(a), their frequent interactions first induce
BCC clusters (𝜖 = 30.00%) and later their entanglement leads to SF annihilation (𝜖 = 42.50%). After this, amorphous clusters emerge,
compensating for the declining dislocation activities, and BCC phase reappears, taking over plastic deformation up to a strain of
47.50%. With an increasing strain rate, more amorphous islands nucleate followed by significant interactions of dislocations and SFs
(Fig. 15(b)). Amorphization dominates plastic deformation at the strain rate of 1011 s−1 (Fig. 15(c)), consistent with the strain-rate
dependence of deformation and PTs for [110] loading.

Similar to the promoting effects of CSRO on BCC phase nucleation mentioned in [100] and [110] loading, since higher degrees
of CSRO leads to slower dislocation glide, early nucleation of BCC clusters in 350KMDMC MEA is observed at the strain rates from
108 s−1 to 109 s−1 for [111] loading, while the BCC phase nucleation in 950KMDMC and random MEAs is comparatively retarded
(Fig. 16). Nevertheless, these BCC nuclei vanish as SFs annihilate until they are reactivated to accommodate further deformation.
Once the strain rate-induced amorphization initiates, all MEAs deform similarly at the strain rates of 1010 s−1 and 1011 s−1, which
present a remarkable strain hardening effect due to the additional strengthening effect of the amorphous phase (Fig. 3(h)).
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Fig. 15. (a)–(c) Evolution of PT in 350KMDMC MEA for [111] loading at the strain rates from 109 s−1 to 1011 s−1, where FCC-HCP-BCC PT and FCC-HCP-
amorphous PT both occur at the strain rates of 109 s−1 and 1010 s−1, while only FCC-amorphous PT exists at the strain rate of 1011 s−1. The atomic coloring
follows Fig. 4.

Fig. 16. The percentages of different atomic types as a function of strain under QI compression along [111] direction at different strain rates from 108 s−1 to
1011 s−1 in the three CoCrNi MEAs. Here, the definitions of atomic types and models follow Figs. 4 and 2, respectively.

3.5. Summary of dependence of PT paths

To summarize the dependence of PTs, we present the relationship between various PT paths and the conditions under which
they occur (i.e., loading crystallographic orientation and applied strain rate) in Table 3. For all three loading orientations, only
one PT path (FCC-HCP-BCC) happens at the strain rate of 108 s−1. This PT path still dominates the deformation for the [100]
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Table 3
Dependence of PTs on crystallographic orientation and strain rate in all MEAs.
Orientation Strain rate (s−1)

108 109 1010 1011

[100] FCC-BCC FCC-BCC

[110]
FCC-HCP-BCCFCC-HCP-BCC

FCC-HCP-Amorphous

[111] FCC-HCP-BCCFCC-HCP-BCC FCC-HCP-Amorphous
FCC-Amorphous

and [110] loadings at the strain rate of 109 s−1. However, another PT path (FCC-HCP-Amorphous) occurs to accommodate the
plastic deformation for the [111] loading at the strain rate of 109∼1010 s−1, since dislocation mobility decreases due to severe
dislocation entanglement. Unlike the [111] loading, in addition to FCC-HCP-BCC PT, FCC-BCC and FCC-HCP-Amorphous PTs emerge
at the strain rate of 1010 s−1 for the [100] and [110] loadings, respectively. With further increase in strain rate to 1011 s−1, plastic
deformation by only PT occurs for each direction (i.e. FCC-BCC for [100] loading and FCC-Amorphous for [110] and [111] loadings).

ote that only crystalline PTs occur for the [100] loading, while loadings along [110] and [111] directions share the same PT path
at a given strain rate except 109 s−1. To sum up, we observe an overall transition of deformation mode from crystalline PTs to
amorphization with increasing strain rate.

4. Discussion

In this work, we investigate PT mechanisms in CoCrNi MEAs with different local chemical environments. The PT is triggered by
deformation under certain loading conditions in order to adapt to the external energy input. In the following discussion, we first
consider the stability between FCC, BCC, HCP phases and amorphous state for rationalizing the change of PT paths. Then, we focus
on the pressure thresholds of HCP and BCC phase nucleation as well as amorphization at various strain rates, in order to better
understand the anisotropy and strain rate dependence of PTs.

4.1. The energetic stability of crystalline phases and amorphous state

To clarify the accuracy of the potential for MD simulations in capturing PT mechanisms, the difference of potential energy
between FCC and HCP phases in random MEA at various temperatures under zero pressure is calculated (see supplementary material
for details). As shown in Fig. 17(a), the potential energy difference between HCP phase and FCC phase remains negative up to 1200
K, which indicates that the HCP phase is favored over the FCC phase, especially in the cryogenic regime. As temperature rises,
decreased stability of HCP phase is observed. The above results are consistent with density functional theory (DFT) calculations of
the relative stability between HCP and FCC phases (Niu et al., 2018), and agree with the widely reported experimental observation
of FCC-HCP PT in CoCrNi MEA at both cryogenic and room temperatures (Miao et al., 2017; Slone et al., 2018; He et al., 2021a),
which suggests sufficient accuracy for this potential in describing PT path.

In contrast to the favored HCP phase, BCC and amorphous phases are unfavored against the FCC phase at ground state, since
the potential energy of these two phases are higher than the FCC phase (Fig. 17(b)). However, the relative stability between HCP
and BCC phases can be reversed under high pressure. As presented in Fig. 17(c) and (d), both HCP and BCC phases are energetically
favored over the FCC phase under high pressure because the potential energy difference (𝛥PE = PEHCP-PEFCC/PEBCC-PEFCC) remains
negative with rising temperature. In addition, HCP phase is the most favored structure under the pressure of 200 GPa but BCC phase
becomes the most stable structure when pressure increases to 300 GPa, which explains the FCC-HCP-BCC PT in QI compression tests
along the three loading orientations from the strain rate of 108 s−1 to 1010 s−1 (Table 3). Moreover, the energetic stability of the HCP
and BCC phases declines (𝛥PE increases) as the temperature increases. In contrast, the amorphous state with positive potential energy
difference (𝛥PE = PEAmorphous-PEFCC) remains as the unfavored phase under high pressure though its stability improves with rising
temperatures, implying a large activation energy barrier for triggering amorphization. Therefore, the effects of loading orientation,
strain rate and CSRO should also be considered in respect of the initiation pressure of different PT paths, as we discussed below.

4.2. The pressure thresholds of different PT paths

Firstly, it should be noted that the PT proceeds by the nucleation and growth of embryos (Porter and Easterling, 2009; Nanev,
2020). In [100] loading with strain rates from 108 s−1 to 109 s−1, the nucleation of incipient BCC clusters is the precursor for yielding,
while subsequent formation of the HCP phase activates intense plastic deformation and suppresses the growth of the BCC clusters,
as shown in Fig. 4(b). Thus, the formation of incipient BCC clusters at 108 s−1 and 109 s−1 is not considered a PT. However, at the
train rate of 1010 s−1, incipient BCC clusters not only lead to the HCP phase formation, but also coalesce supporting the continuous
rowth of the BCC phase (Fig. 8). Hence this process is regarded as a FCC-BCC PT.

Secondly, to understand the occurrence of the PT, the initial moment of PT is considered as the critical strain when the
orresponding phase content is over 3% (He et al., 2021a) according to Figs. 8, 12 and 16. However, it is worth noting that non-
16

rystalline atoms can either appear along with dislocation activities and new crystalline phase boundaries, or prevail before HCP
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Fig. 17. (a) Potential energy (PE) difference between HCP and FCC phases as a function of temperature for random CoCrNi. (b) The potential energy variations
of random CoCrNi sample with different phases during energy minimization. The relative potential energies of HCP, BCC, amorphous and FCC phases under the
pressure of (c) 200 GPa and (d) 300 GPa as a function of temperature for random CoCrNi.

and BCC phase nucleation. Therefore, the criterion for the critical moment of amorphization should be carefully obtained based
on a deformation mechanism. For [110] loading at the strain rates of 1010 s−1 and [111] loading at the strain rate of 109 s−1,
amorphization is triggered by the accumulation of defects, thus the occurrence of amorphization is taken as the critical strain when
non-crystalline atoms have larger content than HCP and BCC atoms (Figs. 12 and 16). For [110] loading at the strain rate of 1011 s−1

nd [111] loading at 1010∼1011 s−1, non-crystalline atoms predominate prior to the appearance of HCP and BCC structures; hence
he criterion of non-crystalline phase content over 3% is adopted for the critical moment of amorphization (Figs. 12 and 16). The
ritical strains of different PT paths under three loading orientations at various strain rates are summarized in Table S1, S2 and S3,
espectively. Accordingly, the pressure thresholds are shown in Fig. 18.

For FCC-HCP PT, prior normal impact experiment for FCC CrMnFeCoNi HEA showed that the PT threshold stress is significantly
igher than 11 GPa at the strain rate of 5 × 106 s−1 (Jiang et al., 2016). In addition, according to two independent in situ high-pressure
xperiments at ambient temperature, it was reported that the FCC to HCP PT in CrMnFeCoNi HEA starts at ∼22 GPa and almost
ompletes at ∼41 GPa (Zhang et al., 2017); or starting at ∼14 GPa and occurring up to a pressure of ∼54.1 GPa (Tracy et al., 2017).
n our MD simulations, the critical pressure for the FCC-HCP PT at the strain rates from 108 s−1 to 109 s−1 for the [100] loading
alls within the range of 24–32 GPa, and that for [110] loading and [111] loading lies within 40 to 53 GPa and from 67 to 78

GPa, respectively. Regardless of the difference in chemical composition, compared to the above experiments, the critical pressures
of FCC-HCP PT in simulation are, as expected, higher due to the high strain rate, yet they still have the same order, which can be
considered reasonable to some extent.

One intuitive trend is that random MEA has the lowest critical pressure, while the critical pressure of FCC-HCP PT in 350KMDMC
is close to or slightly lower than that in 950KMDMC. Such a trend is attributed to the combination effects of CSRO on bulk property
and local energy barrier fluctuation of plasticity. On one hand, the average unstable stacking fault energy, intrinsic stacking fault
energy and elastic modulus increase with increasing degree of CSRO (Ding et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Jian et al., 2020), which
indicates that CSRO is supposed to raise the energy barrier of plasticity of the whole sample on average. On the other hand, local
ordering cluster can provide easy nucleation sites for SFs since CoCr cluster has lower unstable stacking fault energy than random
CoCrNi mixture and pure Ni (Jian et al., 2020), which means that it is harder for SFs to propagate away from the CoCr nucleation
sites surrounded by Ni with higher degrees of CRSO.

To reach the critical HCP phase volume fraction of 3%, SFs not only need to nucleate from favorable sites, but also need to
further propagate and grow into a larger phase, which implies that the FCC-HCP PT is affected by both the local energy fluctuation
of stacking fault nucleation and the bulk plastic energy barrier. As a result, random MEA (without CSRO) possesses the lowest
17

critical strain since the co-occurrence of stacking fault nucleation and propagation is relatively faster than sample with CSRO (Table
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Fig. 18. The pressure for the initiation of different PT paths in three types of MEA under three loading orientations at various strain rates. The definitions of
350KMDMC, 950KMDMC, and random are consistent with those in Fig. 2.

S1–S3). Thus, the lowest critical strain and elastic modulus in random MEA leads to the smallest critical pressure. However, the
combination effects of CSRO on bulk energy barrier and local energy fluctuation of plasticity may lead to a lower critical strain of
FCC-HCP PT in 350KMDMC sample than that of 950KMDMC sample (Table S1–S3). Hence, a lower critical strain but higher elastic
modulus of 350KMDMC sample could cause a similar or even slightly lower critical pressure of FCC-HCP PT than 950KMDMC
sample. Nevertheless, the critical pressure of FCC-HCP PT in random MEA (without CSRO) is always lower than 350KMDMC and
950KMDMC samples (with CSRO) under three loading orientations. which indicates that the introduction of CSRO is able to raise
the energy barrier of FCC-HCP PT.

For the initiation of BCC phase in three types of MEA, when compressed in different directions at the strain rate below 1010 s−1,
the BCC phase forms more easily (lower pressure threshold) in MEAs with higher degrees of CSRO, which can be explained by the
more sluggish dislocation glide and more frequent HCP lath or SF interactions. Moreover, compared to [110] and [111] loadings,
compression in the [100] direction possesses lower critical pressure of BCC phase nucleation and thus leads to higher BCC phase
content than in the other two directions (Figs. 8, 12 and 16) since the [100] direction favors the PT path towards BCC structure
according to the Bain model (Bowles and Wayman, 1972), which also agrees with previous MPEA MD simulations (Chen et al.,
2021a; Li et al., 2018a).Once the strain rate reaches or exceeds 1010 s−1, the pressure threshold for BCC phase nucleation becomes
lower than that for HCP phase nucleation for [100] loading, which indicates that FCC-HCP PT gives way to FCC-BCC PT. In contrast,
for [110] and [111] loading, BCC phase nucleation still relies on HCP interactions at the strain rate of 1010 s−1 and thus possessing
a higher critical pressure than [100] loading.

For [110] and [111] loading, numerous amorphous regions emerge along with the nucleation and propagation of many
dislocations as an alternative deformation mechanism at the strain rate of 1010 s−1 (Figs. 11, 15, 12(c), and 16(c)). At the strain rate
of 1011 s−1, amorphization dominates deformation. The amorphization process is considered a general deformation mechanism for
materials subjected to high stress states in confinement and/or during high strain rate deformation (Zhao et al., 2021a).

4.3. The comparison between solid-state amorphization and virtual melting

To further confirm whether the non-crystalline regions induced by extreme strain rate is solid-state amorphization, we estimate
the diffusion coefficient 𝐷 in three types of MEAs compressed along [111] direction at the strain rate of 1010 s−1, [110] and [111]
directions at the strain rate of 1011 s−1 from the calculated mean squared displacement (MSD) during an extended equilibrium period
of 100 ps (see supplementary material for details). The 𝐷 values of representative atomic configurations with the initial development
of non-crystalline atoms are all two to three orders of magnitude smaller than 10−9 m2/s (Table S4), the typical value for liquid (Zhao
et al., 2015; He et al., 2012), which indicates that the amorphization within MEAs is solid-state during QI compression rather than
induced by the virtual melting (Levitas and Ravelo, 2012).
18
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According to the results of Levitas and Ravelo (2012), virtual melting is activated locally (near the shock front) in pure metals
y the work of high deviatoric stress which stimulates melting to proceed faster than the nucleation of dislocations, and the whole
rocess only lasts in picosecond time scales. Then, the liquid region rapidly recrystallizes to a hydrostatically loaded crystal. In
ther words, virtual melting is an intermediate stage before defect (dislocations or twins) multiplications. However, in the present
tudy, amorphization is either triggered by the accumulation of defect interactions or the large external energy input at extreme
train rates, leading to a homogeneous nucleation of disordered embryos which continue to grow and expand into larger phases
ith further loading. Such deformation/strain rate-induced solid-state amorphization is a continuous process, different from the
rior non-hydrostatic stress-induced virtual melting mechanism.

While we only investigate the plastic deformation and PT mechanisms of single crystalline MPEAs using atomistic simulation
t relatively high strain rate, the above results can provide insight into actual propensities of PTs in polycrystalline MPEAs by
urther considering the effects of GBs. As reported in a recent experimental study, the BCC phase nucleation at GBs along with
islocations and SFs prevails in the initial plastic deformation, while BCC phase formation at the intersections of HCP laths in the
rain interior appears after shear band interactions (Bae et al., 2018). Nevertheless, grain coarsening decreases FCC stability and
ncreases formation of the HCP phase, which leads to BCC phase nucleation inside the grains (Jo et al., 2021). Therefore, with
ncreasing grain size and reduced GB content, the competition between the nucleation of the BCC phase at different sites (e.g., at
Bs or intragranular HCP intersections), and the roles of strain rate and local orientation distribution in PTs, may be an important

ssue when investigating TRIP effects in polycrystalline MPEAs.

. Conclusions

Using both hybrid Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (MD) and large-scale MD simulations, we perform quasi-isentropic (QI)
ompression in single crystalline CoCrNi medium entropy alloy (MEA) along different crystallographic orientations ([100], [110],
nd [111]) to probe the dynamic responses and the corresponding mechanisms of plastic deformation and phase transition (PT) at
arious strain rates (108 s−1 to 1011 s−1). The main findings are as follows.

• [100] direction favors the formation of the body-centered-cubic (BCC) phase. The nucleation of anomalous incipient BCC
clusters at the initial deformation stage tends to occur at ordered CoCr regions and serve as the precursor of dislocation
nucleation regardless of the strain rate, which causes insensitivity in the yield stress to strain rate. The face-centered cubic
(FCC) to hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) PT is overwhelmed by the FCC-BCC PT as strain rate increases.

• The yield stress of [110] and [111] directions shows positive strain-rate sensitiveness. For the [110] loading, dislocation glide
and FCC-HCP-BCC PT dominate the plastic deformation when the strain rate is below 1010 s−1. For the [111] loading, the
formation of amorphous regions aids in the plasticity after severe dislocation entanglement at large deformation. Further
increases in strain rate leads to the domination of amorphization in plasticity and crystalline PTs are absent.

• While the HCP phase is the most energetically favored structure and BCC phase is unfavored against FCC phase for CoCrNi
MEA at ground state, the relative stability of HCP and BCC phases can be reversed under high pressure.

• Although the chemical short-range order (CSRO) is not the origin of BCC phase nucleation, it indirectly facilitates the PT
process by offering sluggish dislocation slip and promoting interactions among HCP laths and SFs.

• On the basis of crystallographic orientation, HCP and BCC phases as well as amorphization can be activated through different
PT paths at certain strain rate in CoCrNi MPEA, displaying a promising polymorphism of this material. Once the large stress
state is coupled with high strain rate, amorphization becomes a generalized deformation mechanism in such extreme regime.
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Fig. A.1. (a) The melting points of 350KMDMC, 950KMDMC, and random CoCrNi samples as the function of pressure determined by the solid–liquid coexistence
method and the range of temperature–pressure (T–P) curves of all CoCrNi MEAs during QI compression at various strain rates (denoted by the green area). The
melting lines of three MEAs are extremely close to each other in (a). Marked by the dashed rectangle, the linear stages of the melting lines are enlarged in (b).
The definitions of the models are consistent with those in Fig. 2. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Appendix A. Calculation of the melting points of MEAs

Using solid–liquid coexistence (two-phase) simulations (Morris et al., 1994; Chavoshi et al., 2017), we calculate the melting
oint of three CoCrNi MEAs as the function of pressure in Fig. A.1(a). The range of temperature–pressure (T–P) curves of all
EAs during QI compression at various strain rates is also shown in Fig. A.1(a) (denoted by the green area). All T–P curves lie

espectively below the melting lines of the corresponding MEAs, indicating that melting does not occur and MEAs maintain solid
tate during compression. Marked by the dashed rectangle and Region B, the initial linear stage of each MEA melting line is enlarged
n Fig. A.1(b). The higher degree of CSRO enhances the melting point of MEA slightly, similar to the result in the previous study (Jian
t al., 2021), though the difference is moderate overall.

ppendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijplas.2022.103389.
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